Unit Title: Relationships Build Community

Time Frame: 8-10 weeks

Grade: One

Catholic World View
Christ-centered
Apostolic Tradition Holy One Love Inalienable Communion/Community
The unit will focus on: Jesus is the light of the world. He came into the world to save us and to give us new life. Having a relationship with Christ first provides us
the foundation to build relationships with others.
Christ- centered – focus on Jesus – came to us in darkness as the light. His message to us is to be a light and to share this light with others.
Apostolic – Jesus is the “Light of the World” –rooted in the Gospel – as His disciples we are called to share the light – to be his followers – to walk in the light
Tradition – Our church celebrates in the Sacraments of Initiation and in the Liturgical year (Advent, Presentation of the Lord, Easter)- we are rooted in these
traditions and are called to deepen them in practice.
One – Explore how we are all united in God’s One family. That we are rays of the light.
Love – Explore how each person is created with beauty and love. Each person has the light of Christ within them. When we see others, we are called to see the
“Light.”
Inalienable – Our first relationships is our parents. It is within that community that we are gifted with love and with understanding that we are a light for the
world. It is in this trusting relationship that we are able to share the light with the wider community.
Communion/Community – It is only community with others that our light can truly shine bright. Each of us is a ray of light and together we shine bright.
We praise and thank God for Christ.
We praise and thank God for the Holy Family.
We praise and thank God for ourselves.
We praise and thank God for our families.
*Fruits of the Spirit Focus is: Jan. = Goodness
Feb= Love
March = Self Control
*Scripture Passages that will be covered are: Jan= Worship the Lord with gladness, come before Him with joyful songs.
Feb.= Love the lord with all your heart, soul and mind.
Mar.= God so loved the world that he He gave His one and only son, Jesus Christ.
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First People’s Principles of Learning
Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the family, the community, the land, the spirits, and the ancestors.
Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational (focused on connectedness, on reciprocal relationships, and a sense of place).
Learning involves recognizing that some knowledge is sacred and only shared with permission and/or in certain situations.
Learning involves recognizing the consequences of one’s actions.
Learning involves generational roles and responsibilities.
Learning recognizes the role of indigenous knowledge.
Learning is embedded in memory, history, and story.
Learning involves patience and time.
Learning requires exploration of one’s identity.

First People’s Principles of Learning to be embedded in the content of this unit. Key areas that will be explored include:
*Exploring the Musqueam community – history and present day
*Share Aboriginal stories that highlight the importance of community and family + how the Aboriginal people uphold the significance of light
in their culture.
*Explore Aboriginal artwork – emphasizing artwork that highlights various lines, shapes and colours – how Aboriginal artists play with light
to create their artwork

Curricular Connections: Christian Education, Language Arts, Science, Social Studies, Art
Conceptual Lens: Relationships, Light, Community,
Big Ideas
Essential Questions
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What will students remember long after the unit is over? (enduring
understandings)
• Having a relationship with Jesus, the light of the world, helps
us build relationships with others
• Stories help us learn about ourselves and our families.

What driving questions will frame the learning? (open-ended,
connected to Big Ideas)
Factual Questions:
Christian Education:
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We have a deeper understanding of stories when we make
connections to them and/or when we can ask questions
about them.
A community is a group of people that relate to one another
and share a common goal/vision.
We recognize that our rights, roles and responsibilities are
important in building strong communities.
Light can be produced in different ways and its properties can
be changed.
People create art to express who they are as individuals and
community.

Concepts:
Light/Beauty
Relationships
Making Connections
Communities
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Who are the members of the Holy Family?
Who is the “light of the world?
What are some church traditions that celebrate light?
Language Arts:
Who is the main character of the story?
Where did the story take place?
What is the problem in the story?
How did the problem get solved?
Who in the story was sad/happy/grumpy?

Science:
What are some natural sources of light?
What are some artificial sources of light?
Name 2 properties of light?
Art:
Looking at the artwork of Ted Harrison’s Northern Lights, what
colours did he use? What lines did he use?
Social Studies:
What features are common in various communities – family,
school, church, Dunbar, Musqueam, Vancouver etc.?
What roles, responsibilities and rights are common in one’s
family, school, Church?
Physical and Health Education (integrates with Social Studies)
What are 2 things you do to show that you care for yourself?
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What are 2 things you do to show that you care for another
person (friend, parent, grandparent, sibling)?
Career Education (integrates with Social Studies)
What is your role in your family? (Mom, Dad, brother, sister)
What is your role in the classroom? (Teacher’s role)

Conceptual Questions:
Christian Education:
Why do you think we call “Jesus the light of the world?”
What role does light play in our faith?
How can you be a “light” to others?
Language Arts:
Why do you think the character was happy? Sad? Grumpy?
How do you relate to the character?
Does this story connect to your family/friends/neighbours? Why or
Why not?
Describe how this story connects to your life?
How does the role of light in the story come alive?
Science:
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How does light affect the change of seasons?
How do living things react/adapt to these light changes?
Art:
What feelings/emotions does Ted Harrison’s Northern Lights
painting evoke? Why?
Why do you think Ted Harrison used specific colors and/or lines
to show the “Northern Lights?”
Which artwork do you most connect with and why?
How and why do artists play with light?
Social Studies (Physical and Health Education and Career
Education integrated)
What role does light play in our family? Our community? Our
faith?
Where does light bring people together? Why does light bring
people together? -- (e.g., lantern festivals around the world and
here in Vancouver)
What feelings wake up in different light sources? How do we feel
in different lighting? What is your favourite kind of lighting and
why?
Provocative Questions:
• Why did God give us the gift of light?
• Why is light important?
• How do we share light with others?
• Who has been a light to you? How? Why?
• How can we use light to tell stories?
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What is the story of (this) light?

Core Competencies
Which core competency/ies will be highlighted in this unit?

Communication•Critical Thinking•Creative Thinking•Positive Personal and Cultural Identity•Personal Awareness and Responsibility•Social Responsibility

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Communication
Connect and engage with others (to share
and develop ideas)
Acquire, interpret and present information
(includes inquiries)
Collaborate to plan, carry out, and review
constructions and activities.
Explain/recount and reflect on experiences
and accomplishments.

Thinking
Creative Thinking
1. Novelty and Value
2. Generating Ideas
3. Developing Ideas

Personal/Social
Positive Personal and Cultural Identity
1. Relationship and cultural contexts
2. Personal values and choices
3. Personal strengths and abilities

Critical Thinking
1. Analyze and critique
2. Question and investigate
3. Develop and design

Personal Awareness and Responsibilities
1. Self-determination
2. Self-regulation
3. Well-being
Social Responsibilities
1. Contributing to community and caring for
the environment
2. Solving problems in peaceful ways
3. Valuing diversity
4. Building relationships

Communication Focus

Thinking Focus

Personal and Social Focus
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I am an active listener, I support and
encourage the person speaking
I ask and respond to simple, direction
questions.
I can understand and share information
about a topic that is important to me.
I present information clearly and in an
organized way.
I can work with others to achieve a common
goal; I do my share.
I can take on roles and responsibilities in a
group.
I can represent my learning, and tell how it
connects to my experiences and efforts
I can recount simple experiences and
activities and tell something I learned.
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I can get new ideas or build on other
people’s ideas, to create new things within
the constraints of a form, a problem, or
materials.
I get ideas when I use my senses to explore.
I can analyze evidence from different
perspectives.
I can ask open-ended questions and gather
information.
I can monitor my progress and adjust my
actions to make sure I achieve what I want.
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I can describe my family and community.
I am able to identify the different groups
that I belong to.
I understand that my identity is made up of
many interconnected aspects (such as life
experiences, family history, heritage, peer
groups).
I can tell what is important to me.
I can identify my individual characteristics.
I can describe/express my attributes,
characteristics, and skills.
I can participate in classroom and group
activities to improve the classroom, school,
community, or natural world.
I can solve some problems myself and can
identify when to ask for help.
With some direction, I can demonstrate
respectful and inclusive behaviour.
I can explain when something is unfair.
I am kind to others, can work or play
cooperatively, and can build relationships
with people of my choosing.
I can identify when others need support and
provide it.
I am aware of how others feel and take
steps to help them feel included.

Curricular Competencies
Which process skills will students be applying in order to learn the content? List only those that will be assessed.
Language Arts
Comprehend and Connect (reading, listening and viewing)
• Uses sources of information and prior knowledge to make meaning
• Use developmentally appropriate reading, listening and viewing strategies to make meaning
• Engage actively as listeners, viewers and readers, as appropriate, to develop understanding of self, identity and community
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Recognizes the importance of story in personal, family, and community identity.
Use personal experience and knowledge to connect to stories and other texts to make meaning.
Recognizes the structure and elements of story
Develop an awareness of how story in First Peoples cultures connects people to family and community.
Create and Communicate (writing, speaking and representing)
• Exchanges ideas and perspectives to build shared understanding.
• Create stories and other texts to deep awareness of self, family and community.
• Plan and create a variety of communication forms for different purposes and audiences.
• Communicate using letters and words and applying some conventions of Canadian spelling, grammar, and punctuation.
• Explore oral storytelling processes. (focus during Speech Arts)

Science
Questioning and Predicting
• Demonstrate curiosity and a sense of wonder about the world
• Observe objects and events in familiar contexts
• Ask questions about familiar objects and events
• Make simple predictions about familiar objects and events.
Planning and Conducting
• Make and record observations
• Safely manipulate materials to test ideas and predictions.
Processing and analyzing data and information
• Recognize First Peoples stories (including oral and written narratives), song, and art, as ways to share knowledge.
• Sort and classify data and information using drawings and pictographs.
• Identify simple connections
Evaluating
• Compare observations with those of others
Applying and innovating
• Take part in caring for self, family, classroom, and school through personal approaches
Communicating
• Communicate observations and ideas using oral or written language, drawing, or role-play
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Art
Exploring and creating
• Explore elements, processes, materials, tools and techniques of the arts.
• Create artistic works collaboratively and as an individual, using ideas inspired by imagination, inquiry, experimentation and purposeful play.
Reasoning and reflecting
• Observe and share how artists use processes, materials, tools and techniques
• Reflect on creative processes and make connections to other experiences. (compare experience of creating van Gogh’s Starry Night to Ted Harrison’s Northern
Lights)
Communicating and documenting
• Express feelings, ideas, stories, observations and experiences though the arts.
• Describe and respond to works of art

Social Studies
• Use Social Studies inquiry processes and skills to: ask questions; gather, interpret, analyze ideas; and communicate findings and decisions
• Explain the significance of personal or local events, objects, people, and places.
• Sequence objects, images, and events, and distinguish between what has changed and what has stayed the same (continuity and change).
• Recognizes the causes and consequences of events, decisions, and developments in their lives (cause and consequence).
• Explore different perspectives on people, places, issues and events in their lives (perspective)

Physical and Health Education
• Develop and demonstrate respectful behaviour when participating in activities with others
• Identify caring behaviours among classmates and within families
• Identify and describe practices that promote mental well-being
• Identify and describe feelings and worries
• Identify personal skills, interests and preferences
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Content
What knowledge will students learn and be assessed on?

Christian Education:
Pillar 2 – The Celebration of the Christian Mystery – What the Church celebrate
2.2 Explain the significance of the signs and symbols of the Baptismal Rite (key focus is on the use of “light”)
2.4 Identify the liturgical season of Advent and its colour (Focus on the lit candles – out of darkness comes the light)
2.5 – Compare and contrast the importance of Advent in the life of a Catholic.
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Pillar 3 – Life in Christ – What the Church lives
3.2 Explain how Jesus lives out his mission – Identify Jesus’ actions of love and service in the scripture – specifically focus on how
Jesus has been a “light” to those who needed it (Healing of the Blind Man + Jesus teaching people about the light – Matthew)
3.3 Draw a parallel between Jesus’ actions of love and service in a scripture story and how they can live it out in their own lives (Focus on the story of Jesus
healing the Blind Man – how can you “bring light” to those in the darkness?
3.4 Explain that a disciple of Jesus loves and serves others as Jesus did.
Pillar 4 – Christian Prayer – What the Church Prays
4.2 Identify the prayer candle, Advent candles, Easter candle, Sanctuary Lamp.
4.3 Discuss how the prayer candle, Advent candles, Easter candle, and Sanctuary lamp are sacred objects in the Church. – Discuss their significance.
4.5 Share family Faith Traditions – focus on the faith traditions that involve light – Baptism, Advent candles, Candlemass *Retell the story of Simeon
proclaiming Jesus as the “light of the world”
Language Arts:
Story/Text
• Students will continue to explore the structure and elements of a story
-focus will be on exploring the structure and elements of a realistic fiction story (character, setting, problem and solution +contains a theme or message
that the author wants the readers to think about/consider).
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Strategies and processes
• Students will continue to develop the following reading strategies:
-pre-reading - making predictions using illustrations and prior knowledge about topic
-during reading – making connections to self, making connections text to text, visualizing, questioning – Reading Power – A. Gear
-post-reading – retelling the beginning, middle, and end events of story, identifying the main idea/theme/message of story
• Students will continue to develop the following oral language strategies:
-asking questions related to the topic
-making personal connections
-making relevant contributions to discussion
• Metacognitive strategies that will be explored and developed include:
-reflecting and goal setting – gaining a deeper awareness of oneself as a reader and writer
• Writing Processes –Students will engage in writing their own realistic fiction story.
Language features, structures and conventions
• Students will continue to develop Phonemic and phonological awareness by engaging in phonemic segmentation activities + chunking word parts
(syllables and compound words) - Firm Foundations Lessons for details
• Students will continue to develop the structure of simple sentences and begin to develop sentences by adding detail and using triple scoop words. – See
Writing Power –A. Gear
•
Science
• Natural and artificial sources of light
-identify natural sources of light (sun)
-identify artificial sources of light (light bulb)
• Properties of light depend on the source and the objects with which it interacts
-review how the seasons depend on light from the sun
-explore brightness and colour
-interactions of light on objects and living things (i.e. plants)
-review how the moon does not have a light of it’s own but instead reflects the light from the sun
Art
•
•

Elements in the Visual Arts
-elements of design focus: shape, line and colour
Compare how artists use certain processes, materials, tools and techniques to produce artwork (compare the difference between van Gogh’s Starry Night
and Kandinsky’s Composition VIII)
-Introduce Ted Harrison’s artwork – explore the colours and lines that were chosen/explore how Ted Harrison represented light in his artwork
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Explore how artists use symbolism as a means of expressing a specific meaning (Kandinsky’s use of colours + Harrison’s use of colours and shapes)
Continue to create artistic works of their own by following the elements and principles of design (experimentation, play)

Social Studies (Career Education {Connections to Community} and Physical and Health Education {caring behaviours in groups and
families} integrated within Social Studies)
•

Characteristics of a community that provide organization and meet the needs of the community
-review what a community is
-identify different kinds of communities students belong to including: family, class, school
-introduce the local community – Dunbar community – Discuss what is part of the Dunbar community that helps it function well
-introduce the Musqueam community – Discuss how this community is an important part of the larger “Vancouver” community
(Amanda to discuss the language, art, traditions, holidays + food part of Musqueam community)

•

Roles, rights and responsibilities in a community (class/school/family)
-Define roles, rights and responsibilities (Discuss how this looks like in the class/in the school/family)
-collaboratively decide on what are the roles, rights and responsibilities of teacher and students in the Grade One Class – discuss decision making)
-highlight that roles, rights and responsibilities provide a structure for communities to function well

•

Explore diverse cultures, backgrounds, and perspectives within the local and other communities
-students will explore their own family backgrounds (language spoken at home, customs common to his/her culture, tradition that is practiced in
his/her own culture, food and clothing special to his/her culture) *Key focus will be on family traditions that relate to light (Baptisms, birthdays,
campfires)
-exploring the concept of respecting oneself, our family, our friends, and others

•

Explore key events in the local community and in local First People’s communities
-Discuss what special celebrations that occur in Vancouver that relate to light.
-Discuss what special celebrations the Musqueam community celebrate.
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Assessment
Formative
How will information be gathered about what students already know (i.e. pre-assessment/accessing prior knowledge)? What strategies will be used to evaluate student learning and
adjust teaching? Where will students have the opportunity to share their understanding in order to receive feedback, revise, and improve?

•
•
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Pre-assessments:
Language Arts: cont. Dibels testing, reading conferences
Accessing Prior Knowledge:
-Cont. to use the following visible thinking strategies: “I see, I think, I wonder” + “Think/Pair/Share” + “Think/Pair/Share/Square strategy”
-developing a Matrix with post-it notes using student ideas
-KWL charts
Formative assessments include:
-Clipboard cruising - observations of students
-use of Individual Whiteboards /Exit Slips
-collection of work samples
-individual reading conferences during Daily 5 – students will be asked to retell key events of story orally and answer comprehension questions about
the character, setting, problem and solution.
-individual writing conferences – (students will engage in writing a realistic fiction story of their own – students will meet with teacher and
collaboratively decide on one area that the student will work on developing. For example, student may be encouraged to add more detail to describe
his/her character.)
-Simon Says – touch your nose if you could tell me 1 “right” you have in school / put your arm in the air if you can state 1 “responsibility” you have at
home etc.
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Reflective
What opportunities will there be for students to reflect on their thinking and feelings as part of their learning? (e.g. self/peer evaluations, partner talk, goal setting, journaling, etc.)
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-Self Evaluations – based on criteria collaboratively decided upon with teacher, students assess their own work samples

(e.g. Students rate journal write - green to show consistently / yellow to show sometimes / red to show needs work)
-Quick Check - students give a thumbs up or thumbs down regularly as part of Daily 5 debriefing activities – students also state 1 thing they need to work on
for an Exit pass
-Goal Setting - conference with teacher in reading/writing/math – collaboratively decide on 1 goal to work on
-Peer Assessments of Reading during Daily 5 – students listen to each other read as part of “Read to Someone” – students give each other 2 stars on the reading
of the text + 1 helpful suggestion
-Author’s Chair of stories written – peers provide feedback on writing – (“I like how you used lots of detail to describe the dog.”)

Summative
How will students demonstrate their understanding of the curricular connections listed above (e.g. performance task, project, portfolio, test, etc.)? How will the assessment criteria be
communicated to or created with students?
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-Students will reflect on a Bible story in which the “light” brought someone out of “darkness” – retell briefly the story and share why they “light” was important
(Stories to be shared with buddies/families)
-Students will draw and write a journal entry explaining to an alien what makes Immaculate Conception school community special. Students will need to
include the various roles evident in the school and a brief description of the responsibilities. Assessment criteria to be discussed and decided on collaboratively
with students.
-Students will create their own painting of the “Northern Lights” and explain how they showed “light” with colours and/or lines
-Students will choose a story they are familiar with and complete a “Story Structure Tree Map” – students use pictures and words to retell a story (retelling
includes pictures and words about characters, setting, problem, events, and ending.) + Students will highlight the place in which light played a significant part
in the story “Grade 1 Must Reads” presentation
-Students write their own realistic fiction story -character, setting, problem, solution + message to the reader to be included (being a light)
-students will draw 1 natural source of light and 1 artificial source of light – orally present to teacher
-Students will complete a “Family” book that includes information on: members of family, responsibilities of each member, family heritage, describe a special
celebration that his/her family shares, culture, language + describe the importance of light in one’s family / Students will present their book to the class
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Unit At A Glance: Teacher Instruction/Strategies
What will you, as the classroom teacher, do to scaffold student learning and engagement? What mini-lessons and visible thinking strategies will you implement?
-desks grouped together for a collaborative working space
Flexible Learning Environment
● How will you intentionally build a sacred, inclusive,
safe and caring learning environment?
● How will you create a flexible learning environment
with the creative use of time and space to adapt to
students' needs and interests?
● What is on your walls, in your bookshelves, on your
bulletin board, etc.?

-during Daily 5 – students choose places where to sit and read
-bulletin boards – 1)student created ideas of rights and responsibilities for our class
2)highlight student learning (student’s questions, projects etc.)
-visible charts created on topics discussed in class - Matrix showing:
1)how light is seen in our faith, our homes, our school, our class, outside in our community, ourselves and in others
2)elements evident in realistic fiction stories
-Set up 4X6 clear photo frames that house inquiry questions
(E.g. What feelings wake up in the light? In darkness?
How does light play with objects?
What stories wake up in light?
What gifts to do you contribute to our class community?} **see Bookmarks Richmond SD38 – provocations & light and
sound
-Round Table + back square white table to have exploratory materials and inquiry questions
(E.g. 1) flashlights and objects 2)Yarn + the book Extra Yarn + inquiry question “How do these books and materials
help us think about community”)
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Evidence of Differentiation: Adaptations, Modifications,
and Extensions
● How will you make learning accessible for all
students to succeed?
● How do you support the individual spiritual, social,
emotional, physical and academic needs of your
students?

Personalized Learning Opportunities
● What opportunities are there for continued
development of literacy and/or numeracy skills?
● How will you provide opportunities to engage
students (i.e. voice & choice) and access background
knowledge?
● How have you scaffolded learning to help students
move from a concrete understanding to transforming
and applying their learning?
● How does your unit plan connect to more than one
area of learning to examine an inquiry, theme, issue,
problem, topic, or experience?
● What opportunities have you provided for
integrating the First Peoples Principles of Learning?
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-adaptations include: coloured lines (for visual impairment + fine motor challenges)
1-1 support in reading and writing
use of pictures/ or orally retelling instead of writing
-Guided Reading – during Daily 5
-Writing conferences
-use of songs/poetry/drama
-provide students with brain breaks

-Student choice of books, experiments
-Visit from Laura Williams to teach about the properties of light
-talk about the uniqueness of the Musqueam community – how it is an important community in our
Vancouver community – Invite Elder to talk and share
-use of manipulatives + a variety of “beautiful materials” as a way to invite students to explore a concept (e.g. provide
students with yarn + gems – invite students to show community using these materials).
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Unit at a Glance: Student Learning Experiences
What key experiences will students participate in and inquire into in order to develop a deeper understanding of the big ideas?
Christian Education:
Learning Intention 1 – Students will explore the season of Advent – the colours and symbols related to it.
● What fieldtrips will students go on?
• Introduce students to the season of Advent. Discuss who is coming? Show students the colour purple + Advent
● Which guest speakers will come in to speak as
experts to the students?
wreath and candles. Discuss the significance of the Advent wreath and candles. How do the candles point to
● What “sign-post” lessons will students participate in?
Jesus the light of the world coming.
-Discuss how Jesus is called the “Light of the World.” What is the darkness? Why were the people waiting and
praying for the light? – Read Scripture story of Jesus’ birth.
-Story of the Wise Men – Discuss the importance of the Star pointing to Jesus. –Discuss if we follow the “light” we
help others to come and be with Jesus.
Learning Intention 2 – Students will develop an understanding that Jesus “the light of the world” lives in each of us
and that we are called to share this light with others.
• Anchor Text – Mysterious Star – Discuss what Jamie learned about the star? Where was it? How did he let his “light
shine.”
• Guide students in sharing ideas of how they can be a light to others during Advent – create their own shining star
• Read Scripture story about Jesus talking to his disciples (Matthew 5: 3-16) – teaching them that they each have a
light within them – we are called to let this light shine
• Read Scripture story (John 9 – The Blind Man Sees) – Describe the event and explain that Jesus calls himself the
“light of the world” - He is the light which no darkness can put out.
• Have students learn the Bible verse (Matthew 5) “Make your light shine, so that others will see the good that you
do.”
• Retell the story of Simeon and how he proclaims Jesus as “the light of the world”
Learning Intention 3 – Students will explore various faith traditions that involve the celebration of light.
• Students will review how in Baptism we receive the “light of Christ” within our hearts. Review the
significance of the Baptismal candle.
• Visit the Church – focus on the “Sanctuary lamp,” the “Easter Candle” –Discuss the significance of the candles.
Ask Father Paul to teach the students about the significance of “light” in our Catholic tradition.
• Share examples in the Sacraments where the lighting of candles is highlighted.
• Introduce students to the “Candlemass” – The Presentation of the Lord – Feb. 2 – Explain the tradition in our
Catholic Faith – participate in the Mass and be a part of the “blessing of the candles” celebration.
-Create a stained glass candle to represent the “light”
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Formative Assessment/Learning Opportunity – After much discussion about being a light and responding to the
Scripture reference Matthew 5: 16 “Let your light shine for all the world to see,” the students were asked to come up
with an outreach activity that would share their light with others. The students came up with an idea to go out in the
community and share their “kindness” quotes. With supervision, students were organized into groups and handed
out their “kindness quotes” + a small candy cane to people passing on Dunbar street.
Language Arts:
Inquiry question: How does light play a role in stories? What is the message of “light”?
Key books to use in inquiry study are: The Bible (Genesis, Psalms 119, 27, Matthew 4 and 5, John 1, 8, 12), God Made
Light, Let Their Be Light, When God Made Light, Aurora: A Tale of the Northern Lights, Lucia and the Light, You Are
Special, Peppe the Lamplighter, The Mysterious Star, Chandra’s Magical Light, Franklin in the Dark)
-In Class have a bulletin board divided 4 X 7 (4 books highlighted + character, setting, problem, solution, element of
“light” , message of “light” + how “light” transformed could be the character, the relationship, the setting
Story/Text – structure and elements of story
Learning Intention 1 – Students will share what they know about stories. *Review from Term 1
• Show students a variety of books (includes fiction and non-fiction) – have students compare books and explain in
their own words what they know about the books
• Focusing on fiction texts (story books), have students share what they know about story books/Record students’
responses/ Highlight responses that include information about the structure and elements of a story (i.e. “they
have characters, stories have a beginning and an end” etc.)
• Show students a variety of fiction books including “realistic fiction and fantasy” – Explain the difference between the
two.
Learning Intention 2 – Students will become familiar with the beginning, middle and end structure of stories.
• Show students a pot. Ask students what they think the pot will be used for? /Teacher is wearing an apron
*building interest/anticipation
(before starting the lesson put cards labeled characters, setting, beginning, middle an end in the cooking pot as
well as the photocopy of the cover of the book.)
• Explain to students that we will be making a “Story Stew” together – in order to do this we need certain ingredients.
Ask students what ingredients they think are needed to make a “story?” /As students give answers, pull out the
corresponding cards and drop back into the pot.
• Together make a specific story stew – Remind students as you read the story they need to be listening for the
different “ingredients” used by the author. /Discuss story as read./After reading the story, ask students what
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happened at the beginning, middle and end of story – Record on cards and put in pot./Once you have added the
ingredients of beginning, middle and end teacher will give the pot a final stir and explain you have the key
ingredients for our story stew – pull out the photocopied cover of the book.
Learning Intention 3 – Students will practice retelling the beginning, middle and end parts of stories.
• Review with students how we know the key ingredients for a story (refer to Story Stew)
• Explain that today students will practice orally retelling the BME events of a story. Show students 3 Hula Hoops
(preferably colour coded green, yellow and red to show green = go (start of the story) yellow= slow down (middle
part of story –the exciting part) and red = stop (end of story/how the story ends)
• Teacher models how to retell a story by stepping into the various hoops – using a simple story such as: Two Ducks
Lost
• Explain this story has a beginning. Ask for a volunteer to step in the first hoop and tell what happens in the
beginning. Invite other students to add/or if they want repeat what was said.
• Continue with Middle and End parts.
• Using a different book –review the skill of retelling BME events of story – this time using the visual of the 3 circles
show students how to draw the BME events. Students practice on own.
(Students can also make a Retelling Bracelet – color coded green for beginning, yellow – for middle and red for
end – Use the bracelet for retelling)
• Explain that the BME events of a story =the structure of the story /Relate this to a “House” structure (have the
base, the main part of the building and the roof – need these parts in order to have a house)
• Debrief with students - Questions to ask include: What are you noticing about stories?
How does knowing the BME parts of a story help you
understand it better?
Learning Intention 4 – Students will become familiar with the elements of stories.
• Review with students how we now know that stories have a structure – a story’s structure has a beginning, middle
and end. Ask students when retelling the beginning of a story who or what are do they include in their retelling?
Repeat with middle and end of story?
• Introduce students that just like stories have structures they also have other parts that keep the structure together
(relate to “House” example – show how the house structure will need beams, wood, nails to keep it together) These
parts are called “elements.” We talked about these when we made our Story Structure Stew – show students the
words cards “characters” “setting” “problem” “solution”
• Ask students what they know about characters? Setting? Problem? Solution? /record students ideas on chart
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Together begin defining each of the elements/Teacher with students will come up with a Chart entitled Story
Elements that includes: characters (the people, animals or creatures in the story); setting (where the story is
happening and when); problem (what goes wrong in the story?); solution (how the problem is solved)
Read Franklin in the Dark/Show students book – do a picture walk – share observations – encourage
“Wonder Talk” (from Why are School Buses Always Yellow – pg. 51) – Read text, stopping at different times
to discuss the “elements” – Post reading – have students orally share the characters, the setting,
the problem and how the author solved the problem. Show character, setting, problem and solution cards
from Story Stew and add them to the pot. Now that we have all the ingredients of the Story Stew, we
have a complete story. *Include the element of how “light” played a significant role in the story.

Learning Intention 5 – Students will practice identifying the elements of realistic fiction stories.
• Review the Story Stew pot and ingredients that made a story. Reinforce that we know that stories
have a beginning, middle and end. Explain that in the beginning of the story we usually learn about
the characters and setting of the story; in the middle we learn what the problem is; the end tells us
how the problem is solved.
• Guided Practice with teacher – T. reads book – using pictures cards highlights the characters, setting,
• problem and solution “Story Structure Tree Map”
• Highlight that realistic fiction authors often include an important message or lesson they want to share
with their readers. This usually involves a change in the character’s thinking or actions.
• Collaboratively create a matrix highlighting the title of the story + elements – Do this for each
realistic fiction story introduced. **Ensure students verbalize “lessons learned” or “important themes.”
• Independent Practice – students work in partners or triads and retell the characters, setting, problem
and solution using pictures. *T. to provide students with Story Structure Tree Map
Book to use: Peppe the Lamplighter
Language Arts: Strategies and processes
Reading, listening and viewing strategies
1) Students will practice making simple predictions of story events using pictures and information
from text.
Learning experiences to develop this strategy are:
-review what a story prediction is – Discuss what makes a good prediction. Model examples.
-when learning the structure and elements of a story, consistently encourage students to make
predictions about story events – Picture Walk –Using Wonder Talk to encourage predictions.
-Ask students “What do you think will happen next? Why do you think that? What information helped
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you come up with that prediction”
-Daily 5 – Guided Reading
Assessment Task: Using the book: Peppe The Lamplighter have students make predictions using pictures and words
for the various story events. (2 predictions)
2) Students will continue to work on making connections to self (Text to Self connections –
see Reading Power A. Gear)
Learning experiences to develop this strategy are:
-review Howard’s Reading Powers
-review what “Making Connections to self” looks and sounds like
-focus on the difference between “quick connections and deep thinking questions” –Review with the story
“Chrysanthemum” – a “quick connection = I like Mac and cheese just like Chrysanthemum” and a
“deep thinking connection = I felt sad like Chrysanthemum when people made fun of my name and
said it was strange.” **Use student samples
-Practice: Read: Matchbook Diary + A Piece of Home – Realistic Fiction – Identify character, setting,
problem and solution + message offered in this story.
-Discuss how this story connects to oneself or one’s family. *Share connections / Complete a chart
of quick and deep thinking connections
-Extension – Choose a symbol that would represent each member of your family – Draw on a puzzle
piece each symbol and join pieces to make one heart to represent the entire family or create a poster that
represents the different members of one’s family + activities family members do + words to describe
one’s family
-Stress the importance that when you make a Deep Thinking connection you ensure that your connection
is related to the book BIBB - (Bring it back to the book) - e.g. This reminds me of when my Grandma was
very sick. I felt sad. I understand how the boy in the story felt very sad.)

-

3) Students will begin to use “visualizing” as a way to understand a story better.
-Explain that visualizing helps us better understand what is happening in the story because as
readers we are making pictures in our brains.
-explain the difference between picture and non-picture words "lollipop" exercise (pg 65-73)
-T models visualizing with a simple text - Fable "Lion and the Mouse"
-continue practicing the strategy of Visualizing using the "School setting" example (p67/68 of
Reading Power)
-Teacher directed Modeling of Visualizing on Paper (p69 of Reading Power) -T. models the
strategy of drawing 4 images while listening to a story being read (ask SEA to draw) - Record
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key picture words/together predict title of book
-Guided Group Practice - T. reads book, invite 4 different students to "sketch" what is happening
in the story (The Seashore Book By: Charlotte Zolotow)
-Independent Practice (Visualizing on Paper of their own) - Given a 4 Square Visualizing paper
students listen to text read
T. covers the book and does not tell title of book to students - explains that T. will read text and
stop at 4 different parts of the story - st. will then be asked to draw what they are "seeing in their
brains" and draw the images. **Stress to focus on "words that stick" - PICTURE WORDS
-Allow students to share drawings of images with a partner *Reinforcing the idea that as readers
we often visualize differently from others
St. complete Four Square Visualizing handout
Possible books to use: Owl Moon by Jane Yolen or Chandra’s Magical Light
Possible Assessment Task – Criteria
1)After teacher complete a read aloud of a book, students complete Four Square Visualizing page.
Criteria1)students draw 4 images that stick out while teacher is reading book aloud
2)students predict title based on the 4 images drawn
3)students record real title and reflect on whether their title matched the original title, if they felt
-Introduce the concept of "words that stick" + use of "Using our Senses" (p. 76 of Reading Power)
Possible Formative Assessment Tasks for Visualizing
After Visualizing exercise of "School setting", students are to first: Answer the questions independently and
then partner up and share their responses. (See Reading Power for details)
1. Where were you on the playground?
2. What was the weather like?
3.What was your recess snack?
4. What sounds could you hear?
5. Who was calling your name?
6. What object did the person show you.
After responses are shared, students are to comment on the bottom of the question page:
How were their "pictures in their brain" similar/different to their partners. What does that tell us about visualizing?
*Criteria: students should notice that because each person is different and has different experiences, each person's
visualizing may be different too.
Possible Formative Assessment Task:
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Given a poem students will highlight words that “stuck”. Students will then draw a picture of that represents
the words that were highlighted. *Poems: Psalm 119, If I Were a Lighthouse
*Students will respond to the question: How did "visualizing" help you understand the poem better?
Reflective Journal - Have students reflect on the Reading Power "Visualizing" - Students respond to the
question "How has visualizing while you read helped you understand the story better. Tell me about your thinking?"
4. Students will begin to use the Reading Power “Questioning” while listening to and reading texts.
-Ask students what "question words" they know - most students will respond "Who, What, Where, When,
Why?"
-Explain that Good Readers ask 2 types of questions while they read "Quick Questions" and "Deep Thinking
Questions"
-Explain that Quick Questions - are questions that have answers you can find right in the book
Deep Thinking Questions - are questions that need to come from your thinking (They are not obvious in the
book)
QQ -reader asks the question but finds answer in the book =thinking STOPS
DTQ-reader asks the question but doesn't find the answer in the book =thinking keeps GOING
-Show students chart "Questioning Words" (p. 61 of Reading Power)
-Explain that Good Readers ask questions before they read, while they read and after they read (p59 of Reading
Power)
-Read I Wonder by Tana Hoban - ask students what questions were answered in the text/which questions still
left them wondering - focus on the Deep Thinking questions
-Read If by Sarah Perry - have students choose one of the "What if's " from the book and collaboratively generate
questions from it - orally or pictorially
-Model how to ask questions pre/during/post reading
Using 2 -3 post its + chart paper divided into 3 categories - pre /during/ post
-T. intro book (cover page/title) -invite students to write a question on post it (t. writes question also) Teacher will INTENTIONALLY ask one question related to book and one that is a "random" question (not
connected to the book) - place on chart
-Teacher then reads a few pages and stops and asks students "Now what are you wondering?" Students
orally share questions with partner – with class/ T. records students’ questions
-Continue reading/stop 2 more times and repeat above process
-Finish reading story, Teacher says "Now even when a readers stops reading, their thinking doesn't stop. What
are you wondering now about the story?
-After that, teacher models "coding" questions = QQ, DT, or NC - Explain that NC is Not connected to the story
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-Invite students to code their own questions
-Teacher then chooses one of the DT questions - Explain that teacher uses her thinking aloud to answer the
questions - Teacher starts with "Maybe..."or "I think"
-Invite students to choose one of their DT questions and try to answer using "Maybe..."or "I think
Formative Assessment Task: Teacher will read a book (Show text cover and tell title - have students
1)generate questions about the text based on cover/title - orally share with partner
2)generate questions about what is happening in the story as teacher reads/ share with partner
(T. has students state whether it is a "Quick question" or a "Deep thinking" question
3)generate questions after the read aloud /share with partner (have students identify if their question
is a Quick Thinking or Deep thinking question)
*Checklist to be completed on students participation and ability to generate question
Assessment Task / Questioning
Use What are You Wondering? Template (Adrienne Gear)
Books to use: Charlie Anderson book or The Man with the Violin
-Before reading, ask students to look at cover and title "What are you wondering?" Ask st. to
write 1 or 2 questions on "Before you read..."
-Teacher continues to read - stops after a few pages/ have students orally share 1 questions with
a partner and then write it down
-Finish reading and have students write a question they are still wondering about?
-Have students code their questions as either QQ or DT or NC (not connected)
-Students then choose one of their DT questions and try to answer it using language such as: "I think..."
or "Maybe"
-Challenge students to ask a question of one of the characters
Reflective Journal -Ask students to respond to the question "How does asking questions
while you read help you understand the story better. Tell me about your thinking?"
5) Students will practice retelling stories orally, pictorially and in written form. (Post Reading)
- T. models retelling the beginning, middle and end events of stories during teacher read alouds. –Stress
the importance of identifying the main idea of story.
-T. invites students to practice the skill of retell. (Highlight: that when you retell you are not repeating the
book – instead you are focusing on the key ideas.)
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-During Daily 5 – Guided Reading Lesson – students will be given opportunities to practice retelling – Who?
What?
Writing (connected to Reading)
-Review the difference between a “Walking story” and a “Climbing Story”
-Draw a connection to stories we are reading in class + “climbing stories”
-Focus on the elements of a “climbing story” (**Connects to reading – see above)
-Review the elements of realistic fiction story – Use the “Story Mountain Organizer” to highlight elements
-Collaboratively come up with a T chart of possible “realistic fiction story problems and solutions” As a class,
choose one problem and complete a “Story Mountain Organizer”
-Challenge students to complete a graphic organizer independently – creating their own realistic fiction story
**Invite (published author) to present to students of what it is like to be an author –
how s/he became an author – the type of writing s/he does – how s/he develops a story character –
the special message s/he hopes each of his/her readers receives
Writing Tools to study – See A. Gear Writing Power
Triple Scoop Words
Adding a Det - ail
Similes
Students will engage writing poetry of their own using structures/frames provided.
For example:
1)The important thing about light or family– based on the Important Book
2) Snow sparkles like….
3) I love you the purplest…
4) colour poetry - using the senses
Science:
*Natural and artificial sources of light
Learning Intention 1 – Students will investigate the question “What is light?”
Read Scripture – Genesis 1 –The Story of Creation - “Let There Be Light”
• Invite students to share with a partner what they know about light.
• Have students draw “what they know about light”/ students can also add key words.
• Share drawings.
• Show Youtube clip on Light.
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Learning Intention 2 – What are the sources of light? (natural and artificial)
• Review what student students already know about light. On chart paper, record students’
ideas of different sources of light.
• Sort the light sources into natural and artificial.
• Read: Day Light, Night Light – Where Light Comes From
*Properties of light depend on their source and the objects with which they interact
Learning Intention 1 - Students will explore how living and non-living things illuminate.
• Review the different sources that produce light.
• Explore core questions: How does light move? What does light make/do?
• Read On a Beam of Light – A story of Albert Einstein
-Conduct experiment – What’s That Glow? – See attached lesson plan – Focus on the idea that living
and non-living things illuminate in different ways and use their light for different reason.
Example: flashlights need batteries to illuminate, glow sticks break and have a chemical reaction,
fireflies produce their own light.
-Focus on the concept that objects can be seen only when illuminated.
Learning Intention 2 – Students will explore what materials light can pass through.
• Ask core question “What materials can light pass through?” – Invite students to play with a variety
of materials including flashlights, electronic tea lights, parchment paper, plastic paper, tinfoil, mirror
coloured tea lights etc.
-Students are invited to explore and discuss what they notice.
• Experiment - “Camera Lens Magic” – explore how light can pass through transparent objects, some light
can pass through translucent objects, no light can pass through opaque objects, and light can be redirected
when hitting reflective objects (mirror). **See attached lesson plan
Resources/Field trips
Light and Sound Unit
On a Beam of Light – A Story of Albert Einstein
Waves –Light and Sound unit
Energy All Around Us: Light, Heat and Sound
Interactive Notebooks – Science Grade 1 - p. 46- 47
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Workshop presentation about light by Laura Williams (focus on the properties of light)
Art
*Elements in the Visual Arts
-elements of design focus: shape, line and colour
*Inquiry question: How is the beauty of light expressed in artwork?
Learning Intention 1 – Students will continue to explore how artists use various lines, shapes and colour.
-Show students Youtube clips (Biography of Kandinsky + Kandinsky’s paintings) –Discuss what students notice in
his artwork – focus on lines, colours and shapes
Learning Intention 2 – Students will compare how artists use certain processes, materials, tools and techniques to
produce artwork (compare the difference between van Gogh’s Starry Night and Kandinsky’s Composition VIII).
-Show students artwork by van Gogh and Kandinsky. Discuss the similarities and differences between the pieces.
Have focus on the use of colours, lines, and shapes.
-Introduce Ted Harrison’s artwork – explore the colours and lines that were chosen. Discuss what Harrison uses
that is similar to Kandinsky and that which is different.
Learning Intention 3 – Students will explore how artists use symbolism as a means of expressing a specific meaning.
-Review how Kandinsky used certain colours to express his feelings and to express his ideas.
-Explain that Kandinsky was inspired by artists like Claude Monet used colour and light to express their ideas rather
than painting in fine detail. Show Claude Monet’s “Water Lily”.
-Create their own Kandinsky painting using different lines and shapes. Students are challenged to provide a title for
their painting.
Learning Intention 4 - Students will be introduced to Canadian artists.
-Students will be introduced to Ted Harrison. Show students images of Ted Harrison’s artwork.
-Discuss what students notice in his artwork (used of line, colour, shape).
-Compare to van Gogh and Kandinsky
-Focus on the art piece “Northern Lights”. Invite students to describe the painting.
Discuss what in the piece shows the “Northern Lights”.
-Show students Youtube clip of the Northern Lights - Discuss the beauty of Northern Lights.
Learning Intention 5 – Students will continue to explore Aboriginal artwork.
–Explore how Roy Henry Vickers represents light in his artwork.
-Explore the significance of fire evidenced in several aboriginal artwork pieces
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Learning Intention 6 – Students will continue to create artistic works of their own by following the elements and
principles of design (experimentation, play).
-Using a variety of colours, shapes and lines, students will create their own Kandinsky
watercolour painting.
-Using bright colours (inspired by Ted Harrison), students will recreate their version of the
“Northern Lights.”
-Using tissue paper, mason jar + candle light – students create their own 3D representation
of colour and light.
-Clay making - to represent families/community
Social Studies - (Career Education {Connections to Community} and Physical and Health Education {caring
behaviours in groups and families} integrated within Social Studies)
Learning Intention 1 – Students will explore the various characteristics of a community that provide organization
and meet the needs of the community.
•
•

•

•
•

Read books, such as "Franklin's Neighbourhood" to introduce community. When reading, ask students to focus on
the illustrations to determine what they would see in a community.
Elicit discussion by asking students, "What is a Community?" "What things would you see in our school
community?" (church, buildings, people, cars, stop signs, trees, roads, parks, etc.). This will help determine what the
students already know. Write the answers on the blackboard or chart paper and invite the students to group the
items into three categories: people, buildings, and modes of travel .
How do we as Catholics contribute to our community? Discuss with the students that God teaches us love
and respect for others, helpfulness, the importance of parish and religion, and the family in society. Teacher
may read from Acts of the Apostles 2:44-47; 4:32-37 to discuss lifestyles of the early Christians, emphasizing
the care they had for one another and how they shared their belongings.
Read the story Humphrey, the Humpback Whale + A Snowy Owl Story – Discuss how the community came together
to help the whale + the owl
Define community as "a place to live, work, learn, and play," + a community is “a group of people (or animals) that
come together for a common vision/goal”

Learning Intention 2 – Students will identify the various communities they belong to. (focus will be on the class,
school, family, local community)
• Recall the definition of community with the students.
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Discuss the different communities students belong to. Identify the members of our class, school and family
communities.
Compare how the various communities are the same and how are they are different.
Introduce students to the local community – Dunbar. Explain that our school community is part of the Dunbar
community.
Have Ms. Foran come in and describe the Dunbar community + ICS when she was growing up.
Show students pictures of the Dunbar community back in early 1900’s. Focus on the Dunbar Theatre and it’s history
in the Dunbar community.
If possible, arrange a walk on Dunbar street to explore the different businesses that are a part of the community.
Discuss what is a part of the Dunbar community that helps it function well.

Learning Intention 3 - Students will identify the various roles, rights and responsibilities in a community
(class/school/family).
• Define roles, rights and responsibilities (Discuss how this looks like in the class/in the school/family)
• Read Arthur learns about responsibility – Discuss what it means to be responsible
• Show students pictures of “Needs/Rights all people need” and “Wants” – Have students sort the pictures and put in
correct category.
-collaboratively decide on what are the roles, rights and responsibilities of teacher and students in the Grade One
Class – discuss decision making
-have students identify the rights they have in school + responsibilities – collaboratively come up with a class
bulletin board highlighting “Grade One’s rights and responsibilities”
-highlight that roles, rights and responsibilities provide a structure for communities to function well

Learning Intention 4 – Students will explore diverse cultures, backgrounds, and perspectives within the local and
other communities.
• Students will explore their own family backgrounds (language spoken at home, customs common to his/her culture,
tradition that is practiced in his/her own culture, food and clothing special to his/her culture).
• Collaboratively come up with a class definition of "family" being sensitive to different family types. Through this
activity, the students learn that there are many different types of families.
• Discuss Jesus' family, and how we belong to three families (the family of God, the school family, and our
family at home). Discuss with the students how we belong to these families, for example through the
sacrament of baptism.
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As a class, students generate ideas of fun activities the family likes to do together, including cultural activities. The
ideas are printed on a chart paper using words and pictures as the students are brainstorming.
A letter is sent home to the parents asking them to help fill out a "family togetherness time"
Encourage students to identify the event, the people involved, interactions, etc. Discuss how family togetherness
time is a celebration of our love for one another. Discuss some examples of cultural celebrations such as Chinese
New Year + Musqueam Aboriginal Day. Tell students we appreciate and accept the "togetherness" of all people.
*Focus on how “light” plays a role in these celebrations.
Explore the concept of respecting oneself, our family, our friends, and others. Discuss what respect looks and
sounds like.
Have students create a “Family book” that includes information about their family members, special traditions that
relate to light, fun activities that they do as a family.

Learning Intention 5 – Students will explore key events in the local community and in local First People’s
communities
-Discuss what special celebrations that occur in Vancouver that relate to light. Focus on the Chinese New Year
festival + Autumn Festival (Dunbar).
-Discuss what special celebrations the Musqueam community celebrate. Focus on Musqueam Aboriginal Day. Invite
Vivian Campbell and/or another member of the Musqueam community to discuss the importance of this event in the
Musqueam community.

Fieldtrip / Hands-on experiences
-High Tech/High Touch – Flash Bang –in school field trip all about properties of light and sound
-Visit from Laura Williams to teach about the properties of light
-Visiting author – to discuss story/ character/ writing process
-Amanada to talk about the Musqueam community
-visit to the Xwiu7xwa library (UBC)
-Library visit – Dunbar Library – important part of our community –

Teacher Reflection
How did it go? What do I need to change? Where to next? (To be filled in as the unit is being taught, and when the unit is completed)
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Resources and Materials
Religious Education Framework –CISVA
Catechism of the Catholic Church
Children’s Bible
Christ Our Life
Call to Faith
Redesigned Curriculum – Grade One
The Power of Inquiry – Kath Murdoch
Making Thinking Visible
The Learning Circle – Classroom Activities on First Nations in Canada handout
In Our Own Words – Bringing Authentic First Peoples Content to the K-D Classroom –handout (fnesc.ca) (http://www.fnesc.ca/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2015/05/PUB-LFP-K-3-In-our-Own-Words-for-Web.pdf)
Reading Power, Non-fiction Reading Power, Writing Power and Non-Fiction Writing Power – A. Gear
Why Are School Buses Always Yellow?
Making Thinking Visible
Ants in my Pants
Me and My School Unit Plan
David Goes to School
Franklin’s Neighbourhood
Humphrey, the Humpback Whale
The House in the Night
A Snowy Owl story
The Matchbox Diary
A Piece of Home
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Peppe the Lamplighter
Franklin in the Dark
Chandra’s Magic Light
The Important Book
The Balloon Tree
The Gardener
Charlie Anderson
Online resources from Richmond School district – provocations and inquiry questions
Online resources on visible thinking strategies
Wassily Kandinsky for Children – Biography for Kids – YouTube
Ted Harrison for Children – YouTube
Planning with Misty Patterson
Field Trips and Visits
-In-school field trip entitled “Flash Bang” or visit from Laura Williams
-In-school field trip – (author presentation)
-Visit from Amanda/Elder to talk about the Musqueam community
-Visit Dunbar Library
-Visit Immaculate Conception church
-Visit from Father Paul
-Visit from Miss Colette Foran
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Light
Look around your classroom, what do you see?
A clock, a whiteboard, some desks, a bee.
What would you see without light?
Nothing at all, yes that’s right!
Light is a form of energy. It travels fast.
It travels in a straight line past.
Flashlights can really come in handy.
Turn it on, and it is just dandy.
When it’s shining straight ahead,
It will guide you out of bed.
Very important light can be,
You will learn this from me.
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